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SUMMARY
An equivalent
aircuit
is developed for the hot-mire
anemometer,
as used for turbulence
measurements.
Improvements
in the frequency
response, which can be produced by feedback systems, and by the use of
radio-frequency
heating,
are also described.
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When a hot-wire
is used for turbulence
measurements, it is usual
to heat it by means of a constant direct
current.
Velocity
variations
cause
the temperature
of the wire to ohsngc, and therefore
Its resistance.
The
constant current flowmg
through
the varying
resistsnoc
causes a voltage
which, for small variations
and low frequencies,
may be taken as indicating
the turbulence.
Ae/

-2At higher frequencies,
however, the thermal lag of the wire
causes distortion,
and it is mall known that the effect is thst of a
sjmple time-constant.
(Lef.1).
The falling
response can be compensated
by a condenser-rests
tanct time-constant
of equal magnitude,
but this has to
be changed nith any change UI steady veloolty
or direct current.
It has
bzcn proposed (Refs.2,3),
by means of positive
fecdback,
to reduce the
temperature
variations,
and. hence tht; inhdrcnt
time-constant.
In Section 2 a simple equivalent
circuit
is described,
from
which it is easy to see ,vhat is the effect
of pcsltive
feedback, and nhot
It may, however, be expected
is required
in the design of such a system.
that in practice
difi%culOJ
xi11 bo uxpctrlenoad in keeping stable any
positive-feedback
system nhlch gives a large reduction
in the time-oonatant.
In Sootion 3 it is suggcstd
that, if radio-frequenoy
current
the positive
feedback is more
heating is used instead
of direct current,
easily arranged,
and the instability
difficuliydoes
not arise.
An
approximate
equivalent
circuit
for thm systen is found, fron which the
frequency
response r.lay bs prcdlctad.
In Section I+, u method of testing
by means of a direct-current
input signal,
is described.

the mdio-frequency
sinulntlng
velocity

system
changes,

In Section 5 it is suggested that, if both dir&t-current
heating and redlo-frequency
hsatlng are flployed,
negrtlve
feedbaok
be used to inprovo
the frequency
response still
further.
2.

The Equivalent

Circuit

for

Direct

Current

may

Heating.

and the
If the tempGraturti of the wire n t any instant
is 8,
and the corresponding
reslstanccs are R, Rs,
air temperature
is ea.
~:e have the approxu;c?te relation
0 - 0 n = c( (R - R,)
where

c( is a constant
If

depending

the current
where

. ..(4)

on the wire.

flowing
at any instant
is i, heat is being
and we may assume that heat IS being 10s t at a
V 1s the air velocity,
and cj is an unknown

@3
w -- = i2R - $ (0,V)

. ..C2)

at
where

W is

the water-equivalent

Frum (I)

of the wire.

and (2) We may write

aa
k-

p i2R - P (%V)

r..(3)

at
wham & = c(w, <and f (R,V)

I

c#&,v),

Now/

-3Now suppose
velocity
is VI, and
resxtance
is RI. If
R = RI + AR, na have,
d(L@
h ---me = 2ifRfAi
at
1

Writing

ifAR = v,,,

that the tenpcmture is steady at @I when the
and that the corresponding
the current 2s il,
w let V = VI + AV, i = ij + hi,
and
fron (3), neglecting higher powers of AV, Al and AR,
Jf
JP
+ i:AR - --- AR - -- AV,
J-V.1
JR1

and dlvidmg

. ..(4)

we have

by 2yR,,

. ..(5)

dv,

va

we get C -dt

+ -- =Ai
Rb

+ i,a

. ..(7)

In this equation we may regard ve as a vdtnge
gemrotors
I, and Ai, as shoom in F'lg.(l).

ourrent

rLsponse to tho

If we noN lot Hi q v, and R i, = v,,, and v q V, + Av,
we have, approxunately,
AV = LIAR + RlA 1 = v, + H13i. The circuit
shown in Fig.(l)
cm thus be moild'ied to give the voltage rseponse Iv,
as shown In Yip.(2).
This equivolcnt oircult
is interpreted
cts follows:
given any chnngc in the velocity
IV, we have an equivalent current
the
generator
is given by (6); given also a current change hi;
resulting
voltage change is *\v.
2.1.

The Heat-Loss Bunctxon
If

it is assumed that the rate of lost@
$ 6,v)

we aan easily
C

x

shcw that equations
I

%
= -----------2(Rf

beaones

(VI,

(6) become

, md

il 4~'@j 1
iL3 = - - A___- - .qV,

* RaN+

Evidently
Rb is typioally
Nhen RI = 1.3,.
assumed,

= 63 -ea)+

heat is given by

2

..,(8)

@II

bf the snme order es RI,

and is equal to it

For completeness iC should be nentionod here that if it is farther
as suggested by King; that 9 (V) = n + WV, the expression f%r i,
.1V
L1
ia = - -- -cm__ -.."-e 1
leb fi
+ bV1

2.2.

-F-

Constant-current

. ..(T)

hantiriq

If the viirs is haate by D constant iiirect current,
31 = 0,
and the equivalent circuit
simp;Llfius to that shown &I Fig.(j).
The
time-constant
unclar these condxtlons,
To say, is evdently
CRb.
2.3.l

2.3.

Heating
If

containing

b.y a General

Linear

Circuit

the wire is heated by connection
linear
elements, rre may v,rite

in a direct-current

circuit

v = v. - Rsi

. ..(I01

and the operating
values
VI, $,
are given by the intersections
of
this lint 15th the hot-wire
characteris
tic, as shown in Fig. (4).
The
wire may be regarded as bting supplied nlth current from a constant
voltage
v. throu& a resistance
KS.
From (IO),
so that

the general

as shown in Fig. (5).

iv = - Rs&i
equivalent

circuit

The time-constant

.*.(ll)
of Pig.(2)

is here to be modified
qJ@l
+ RS)
is now -----------9
Rb + RI + R,

Evidently
the time-constant
would be much reduced if
R, could
This can be done by positive
be made negative,
and Xi + Rs small.
feedbaok,
as shoyn in i"ig.(6).
Here the constant voltage
v. and the
output of a d-c amplifier
cf gain n are connected m series to the hot
wire
H and a resistance
r. The voltage aaross
r is connect&
to the
input tenrmnals of the esapllfier,
so that
v. + mir - (r + -Rm)i = v,
\ic can write
whore .Rm. is the output resistance
of the amplifier.
v = v. + L(n - 1)r + Rm]i q v, + hci,
ives an interseotion
say. This
aith the hot-Are
charncteristins
as shonn in Fig. ? 7). Evidently
the smaller
v. io tho smallor will
be Rj - Ro, and the @renter
wvlll be the improvement achieved.
The ratio
iqprovemdnt
factor,
current conditions

(Rb + RI - R,)/(Rf
- R,) VW may call that
being the ratio .xf tho time-constant
under constantto the ncq time-constant.

The value of Ko can be r.lado much less dependent on the
amplifier
gain if additxonol
feedbaok from v is employed, in some
such manner as is shown 117Fig.(B).
Here the two roslstances
W are
nuch larger
than r or tho hot-cjire
resistance,
so that the input to
the amplifier
is nearly
(rl - v)/Z,
cd we have
V=

(n - 2)r - 2Rm
+ ------T----mi
2+m

(n - 2)r - 2Rm
)
R, = --------r---n+2
m does this becone.

so that
of

2vo
----2+m

and the larger

,

m is

the more indtipendent

Thar,: arc various ways in which the method lndioated
hare may
be attempted in practice,
but the difficulties
associated
vtith direotcurrent anplifiers
make it doubtful
whether really
large inprovement
factors
could be achieved.
It i;ught be easier to use an a.~. ampllfler
instead,
and, aith
n method of testing
the system, as described
in Section L, there sews
no necessity
for retaining
d.c. Camplification.
3.1

-53,

Radio-frequency

Heating

Consider the circuit
shorm m Fig.9, which is that of a tuned
rogenerative
amplifier,
It behaves u exactly the manner indioatcd
in
Fig.6;
0. constant voltage
vo from the oscillator
is induced in the
tuned circuit,
snd R voltage is fed back which is proportional
to the
current
flowing
through the hot wire R. There is a phase-shift
of 90°
and a oompencj4tin.g phase-shift
between the current rind the oondensor voltage,
btiticen
the current in the vclvc end the feed-bock voltage.
This cirtit
thus fulfils
the feedback conditions
roquirod
for improvement Of the hotwire fraquency
response, 0s daficrlbod
in Section 2, The greater
the degree
until
there is so much feedback that
of feedbeck the greater
the imRrovenent,
the circuit
booomes self-oscillatory.
The input oscillator
own tha bo
removed, and wo have an arrangomunt
in which resistance,
and thereforo
temperature
variations
may be axpectoii to hove boen reduced to a minimum.
In practice,
in order to producs sufficient
r.f.
current
to heat the wire,
it is bettor
to have a tuned-nnodo armngement,
ES shown in Fig.10.
3.1.

The Equivalent

Circuit

nith

Radio-froquoncy

Hcotlng

If we essume that tho r.P. currunt
used is of suffiolently
high frequency
to give tl &ste.nt&.ly
constant heating
effoot in the wire,
the nnnlysls
of Soction 2 may be followed
through exactly,
substituting
R.M.S. r.f.
current for thti direat
current,
and the same equivalent
cirouit
results.
The only nodificntion
will be that the magnitude of tho r.f.
rssistanco
kill
differ
fron t ‘c d.c. r0sx3tanoL:.
?
It ronalns now to find a relation
botwetin
Av and Ai,
as was
done m Section 2.3,
enublzn’g a carcuit
stilar
to Fig.5 to be deduced
from the general circuit
of Fig.2,
This may be done by considering
the \
enorgy changes which t&o plnoe in a radio-frequency
cycle.
Suppose, as before,
‘th e equilibrium
values of
(which is now K.M.S. r.f,
currunt)
to be R, and il,
i = il + 1i at a given instant
of time,
Consider tihhls
to be taken when the r.f.
ourrent has its maxbum
value,
energy stored in the inductnnco
is Li 2. When one half
the energy stored will

R end i
and R = RI + AR,
instant
of time
so that the
of a radio-froquonoy
be approximately

~~~e+~~~r‘“.“~,“~~r~~~e

be equal

vo4

- (Ra” Qi%,

of energy 2LiET

SC

that

to

approximately,

di
a&-- = vg - (R - RJi
at

Thus
Under equilibrium

will

conditr.ons

I

this

beocmos 0 = v,.= -i,AR

2q--

. ..(t2)
(q- - R,)+,

- (FL, - R&i,

dt

or
This may bo aomparod with the equation
(II) of Section 2.3.
Evidently
the
only change required
in the equivalent
clrauzt of F1g.5, aooording
to this
approximate
theory, is to include an induotanoo
2L as shonn in Fig.11.
3.2./

-6j. 2.

The‘ Frequency Resaonss with Radio-frequency

Iies.tm.3

In Fig.11, either Av or Airnay be regarded as the
In practice,
the more convenient
response to the velocity variations.
to use is Ai, since the r.f. voltage across the tuned circuit,
which
is proportional
to it, is much larger than the voltage across the
resistance.
The r-f. voltage may be demodulated in any cfmventiond
manner.
to find the frequency
of an analysis cf F1 .ll,
1
I
f RI - %I*
u2
response, are as foll0vs:
if - - - ---=
IJZ I(c*
/
' say'
The results

is positive,

the response at the frequency -

frequency.

The response at a frequency E is IO log 1o[ I + B*w'(w*-w:)

decibels

below the zero-frequency

At the frequency w%2wY

-lb loqo

is the sa.ne as at zero

1

response, where B = 21CRb/(Rb + R, -R,).

a maximum occurs, where the response is

32
4)
1 - 4' Wl decibels
(
i

above the zero-frequency

DetaSed discussion of these
paper, in which it is hoped to include
curves are given in Fig. 12 to indicate
in a ixraotical
case.
The time-constant
millisecond,
and Rb as 10 ohms, giving

response.

results is deferred
experimental data.
the sart of results
T,, has beentsken
C = loo@.

to a later
However, sane
tobe expected
as cme

Curve 1 shows the resronse ruder constant-cu-rent
conditions.
Curve 2 shows the response whLch wadd be obtained in a d.c. feedbaok
system with RI - % q 0.2 ohms, though it is most unlikely
that ach a small
value could be stably obtained..
Curve 3 shows the response in a rsdiofrequency system, also with RI - % = 0.2 ohms, and L = 5!~lL C-e
4
shows what happens in this r.f. system when RI - Rc = 0, i.e.,
the
circuit
is self-osoillatory.
Actually,
in 'the self-oscillatcrry
system, the effective
value
of R1 - & is not neoessarily
zero, and a small deviation from zero has
a considerable effect.
If the effective value is in fact negative, an
audio-frequency
osoillatiion
x%7 develop,
However, any excessive peaking
of the response curve sholm up clearly when the system is monitoredby
a rect.angularlRave testing signal, as descnbedin
Section I+, and osn thus
be avoided.
4.

Testing

Suppose that a wire is heated both with adirect
current ia
and a raaio frequency current of R.ALs. value ir.
Let the d.o.
resistance be Q, and the r.f. resistance Rr, end let the other
variables be distinguished
by similar subsoripts.
Then the basic
equivalent circuit,
corresponding to Fig.l, becomes Fig.13, where,
corresponding to equations (5), we have
0,

=

b
2i$R,'

1
11, =

- %I 2 --iy:RYI
%I

,md&=I

1

afx
--

"'xpxl

Tfl

-------

Lv . ..(14)

If/

-7If the diract
current vo.rmtions
are taken to be the response,
x = cl, rind y = r, while if the r.f,
current
v-aria tions me

rfqxm3~

wc set

x

q

P,

rind

we

set

the

y=d.

Ge my conclude fron Fig.13
that nhen we are using n radiofreqmmcy system, variations
in direct
current heating
the wire uill
simulate velocity
variations.
Similarly,
Viith n d.c. system, modulation
of a radio-frequency
heating currmt xi11 siwlnte
a vmmbh
v&Si~~
This provides
u means of testing either systcn.
The testing si@
w
be sinusoidal,
in shioh cnsu the rosponst: nt various frequencies
is found,
or it may be a rootangular
riave, v#hen the rosI,tnoa is displayed
on n
cathode-ray
cscilloscope.
Thti foregoing
theory assumes variations
in the direct
current
small compared nith the mean diract
current,
and similurly
forntho
X.M.S.
however, when testing a radio-frequency
system
radio-frequency
current,
it is unnooossary
to have n steady direct
current.
Suppose the direct
current,
always small compared with the H&S.
f. current is id at
ri
any instant,
and the nvarcge value of ig is xd.
Thsn the equivalent
circuit
1s exactly as in Fig.1, with paramotcrs corresponding
to the r.f.
system, with an additional
current
generator
in parallel
with
i,
grving
Hdl
-2 -----)
a current
(12 - id)
If the testing
signal is sinusoidnl,
say
2irlRrl

id = Idsat,

ii

‘2- - - id

2
Id

-cos,2wt,
so that thistinput
simulates velocity
2
variations
at twice tha frequency.
When using n uwe-nnnlyser
for
measuring
thu frequency
response, there is a considernhle
advantage
in the fact that the output signnnl is at tcice the frequency
of the testing
signal,
as voltage pick-up dlfficul
ties, which arise particulnrly
at high
audio-frequcncios
\-,hen the system is attenuntmg,
are thereby much reduced.
A small rectangular
input sipclnl, having n nonracro Rverege value,
will simulate sudden velocity
changtis, and, with the response displayed
on n
cathode-ray oscillotioopc,
thus enables rapid monitoring
and adjustment for
the best rosults.
idly d.c.
or by tho injection
5.

Nea.otivc

system nay be similarly
of r.f.
pulses.

tested

by a moduln ted r.f.

input,

Feadbnck.

It is evidmt
from Fig.13 that uhen two types of heating art)
uscfd the poseibility
arises of overall
negative
fo~dbock, since, whichever
of the heating ngencies is regarded as .~.ving tho response, variations
in
the other correspond
to some equivalent
velocity
variations.
For cxcu~plo, if the direct
currant
is kept constant,
as in
Section 2.2 vo could use the voltage
variations
to modulate n radiofrequency currant
which also honts the wire.
Tho oquivnltint
circuit
would
than be as U-I Pig.14, where M is a modulator
(aompare F1gr3),
This oe.n
easily be shown to be equivalent
to Fig.15,
so that the time-constant
has
been reduced by feedback from CRI, to Ci$/(l
+ &g),
It is no teworth,y
that horu the magnitude of the rasponse is reduced by the overall
negative
feedback, whereas with the positive
feedback considered
enrlior
the
response may be increased.

-sIt should be made quite clear that the type of feedback
considered
in this Section is quite different
fron that of Sections 2 and 4.
There the feedback connections
only concerned the voltage and current
variations,
and no signal was produced which corresponded with a velocity
varia tion . The feedback NBS thus internal
to the system, end was
unconnected with the input signal.
It was not in fact feedback in the
normal sense, so that we had the a?parantly
unlikely
result that positive
feedback uuxmwmd both tho magnitude of tho response and the bandwidth.
With two types of heatmg,
however, ne may andead have feedback in the
usual sense, since we can then produce a feedback signal to add. to the
input signal.
If a radio-frequency
systen is used, it should be possible
to
improve the frequency
response by a negntlvo
feedback, usmg diraot-current
heating for this purpose,
and there is no reason why a testing signal
should not be nupcrlmpos&
on this direct curmnt z.n addition.
Owing to
the more complicated
equivalent
circuit
with r-f’. heating,
howover,
the
application
of negative
foodback is not so str~ightformard
as with d.0.
heating,
and detailed
considaratxon
cf this matter is deferred
to a later
paper, III which it is hoped some experimental
results may also be given.

6.

Conclusion.

It is hoped that the equivalent
ciroult
developed in this paper
clarifies
the operation
of the hot-rgire
anemometer for turbulence
measurements, and that the use of radio-frequenoy
huating will provide
a means of obtaining
an improved frequency
response.
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